CIRCULATING FILTERED WATER
BOWLS FOR DOGS & CATS
REPLACEMENT FILTERS

Pet fountains help your animals to drink more water because
they are attracted to moving water.

RAINDROP STYLE STAINLESS STEEL
DRINKING FOUNTAINS with Continuously Filtered Water
Our stainless steel pet drinking fountain that looks
like it belongs in your kitchen. Our stainless steel
drinking fountain is extremely easy to take a part
and clean. There has never been a pet fountain
that looks or works as well as this one does.
BENEFITS:
 Circulating drinking water is naturally
appealing to your pet
 Replaceable charcoal filter for clean and pure,
healthy water
 Dishwasher safe, stainless steel construction
allows for easy cleaning
 Using stainless steel bowls help to protect your pets from bacterial infection
 Modern rain drop shape compliments décor of any room
 Raindrop Style Sizes 60 and 96 ounces
 Replacement Filters for Stainless Steel Fountains are available in 3 packs
PP00223 60 oz Raindrop Style Stainless Steel Drinking Fountain Bowl
PP00200 96 oz Raindrop Style Stainless Steel Drinking Fountain Bowl

BIG MAX STYLE
STYLE STAINLESS STEEL
DRINKING FOUNTAINS
with Continuously Filtered
Water
Big Max has the same benefits as the
Raindrop only larger.
PP00209 1 gallon Big Max Style Stainless Steel Drinking Fountain

CIRCULATING FILTERED WATER
BOWLS FOR DOGS & CATS
REPLACEMENT FILTERS
RAINDROP STYLE HEAVY DUTY CERAMIC
DRINKING FOUNTAINS with Continuously Filtered Water
Our heavy duty ceramic pet drinking fountain that looks
like it belongs in your kitchen in black or white. Our
ceramic drinking fountain is extremely easy to take a part
and clean. There has never been a pet fountain that looks
or works as well as this one does.
BENEFITS:
 Replaceable charcoal filter for clean and pure, healthy
water
 Dishwasher safe, heavy ceramic construction allows
for easy cleaning
 Using ceramic help to protect your pets from bacterial
infection
 Using ceramic drinking bowls helps to prevent feline
acne
 Modern rain drop shape compliments décor of any
room
 Raindrop Style Sizes 60 ounces
 Replacement Filters for Ceramic Fountains are available in 3 packs
PP00222 60 oz Raindrop Style Black Ceramic Drinking Fountain Bowl
PP00244 60 oz Raindrop Style White Ceramic Drinking Fountain Bowl

BIG MAX STYLE
CERAMIC DRINKING FOUNTAINS
with Continuously Filtered Water
Big Max has the same benefits as the Raindrop only
larger.

PP00205 1 gallon Big Max Style Black Ceramic Drinking Fountain
PP00235 1 gallon Big Max Style White Ceramic Drinking Fountain

CIRCULATING FILTERED WATER
BOWLS FOR DOGS & CATS
REPLACEMENT FILTERS
PEACEFUL WATERS SQUARE
CERAMIC DRINKING FOUNTAINS
with Continuously Filtered Water
Our ceramic drinking fountain is extremely easy to take a
part and clean. It is 100% dishwasher safe and is made
from heavy duty ceramic. There has never been a pet
fountain that looks or works as well as this one does.
BENEFITS:
 Replaceable charcoal filter for clean and
pure, healthy water
 Dishwasher safe, heavy ceramic
construction allows for easy cleaning
 Using ceramic help to protect your pets
from bacterial infection
 Using ceramic drinking bowls helps to
prevent feline acne
PP00255 60 oz Peaceful Waters Square Ceramic Drinking Fountain
PP00254 1 gallon Peaceful Waters Square Ceramic Drinking Fountain

RAINDROP STYLE PLASTIC
DRINKING FOUNTAINS with Continuously Filtered Water
Our plastic drinking fountain is extremely easy to take a part and clean. It
is dishwasher safe and it looks like that it belongs in your kitchen.
BENEFITS:
 Circulating drinking water is naturally appealing to
your pet
 Replaceable charcoal filter for clean and pure,
healthy water
 Easy cleaning, dishwasher safe
 Modern rain drop shape compliments décor of any
room
 Continuously filters water
 60 oz. capacity reduces the number of times you need to refill each day
 Replacement Filters for plastic Fountains are available in 3 packs
PP00224 60 oz Raindrop Style Plastic Drinking Fountain Bowl

CIRCULATING FILTERED WATER
BOWLS FOR DOGS & CATS
REPLACEMENT FILTERS
RAINDROP STYLE PLASTIC & STAINLESS STEEL
DRINKING FOUNTAINS with Continuously Filtered Water

Plastic & Stainless Steel drinking fountain is extremely easy to take a part
and clean. It is dishwasher safe and it looks like that it belongs in your
kitchen.
BENEFITS:
 Circulating drinking water is naturally appealing
to your pet
 Replaceable charcoal filter for clean and pure,
healthy water
 Easy cleaning, dishwasher safe
 Ultra-quite pump circulates and oxygenates water
 Continuously filters water
 60 oz. capacity reduces the number of times you
need to refill each day
 Replacement Filters for plastic Fountains are
available in 3 packs
PP00267 60 oz Raindrop Black Plastic & Stainless Steel Drinking Fountain
PP00269 60 oz Raindrop White Plastic & Stainless Steel Drinking Fountain

FUNG SHUI STYLE PLASTIC
DRINKING FOUNTAINS with
Continuously Filtered Water
This Fung Shui fountain adopts a creative and calming
Fung Shui look, which will bring peace to your home.
Our plastic drinking fountain is dishwasher safe and
extremely easy to take a part and clean.
BENEFITS:
Same benefits as the plastic Raindrop style with 60 oz
water capacity.
PP00204 60 oz Fung Shui Style Plastic Drinking Fountain Bowl

REPLACEMENT FILTERS
CLEANING BRUSHES

REPLACEMENT FILTERS

Stainless Steel & Ceramic Fountain Filters
BENEFITS:
 3 Layer Filtration system
 Keeps water fresh & clean
 Captures debris
 Extends life of fountain

Plastic Fountain Filters
BENEFITS:
 3 Layer Filtration system
 Keeps water fresh & clean
 Captures debris
 Extends life of fountain
PP00212 3 pack Filter for Ceramic & Stainless Steel Fountain Bowls
PP00207 3 pack Filter for Plastic Fountain Bowls

Cleaning Brushes for
Drinking Fountains
BENEFITS:
 Keeping the drinking fountain bowls clean is
very important
 These brushes makes the fountains easy to
clean by helping to eliminate hard water
stains
 Keeps the bowls sanitary for pets
PP00251 Blue Cleaning Brush
PP00252 Gray Cleaning Brush

CAT PRODUCTS

CAT SCRATCHER
Bootsie’s Combination Woven Sisal Cat Scratcher
It is very important for a cat to have a durable scratching
post. Cats need a scratching post to help them tone their
muscles, to remove old nail sheaths from their claws and to
help relieve stress. The Bootsie Scratcher is made from woven
sisal which is much more durable than wound sisal. This
means that you will get much more use out of your scratching
post.
BENEFITS:
 Fibrous and durable woven sisal naturally inspires
scratching – long lasting and tough
 Comes with an easy to set up wall mounting system
 Rubber feet provide stability and prevent slipping while on the floor
 Measures 24"x 7"x2.5"
PP00034 Bootsie’s Combination Woven Sisal Floor or Wall Cat Scratcher

Multi-Level Climbing Platform for Doors
Designed to hang on any standard door in your home, the
Cat Climber from SmartCat is the perfect choice for smaller
homes or people who don’t want to swap an end table for a
traditional cat tree. Now your cat can scratch, play, sleep,
and exercise safely on this patented product. The climber is
easily moved from door to door because of its spring
loaded bracket system. The natural sisal post is ideal for
scratching. Made of durable wood, the climber will
withstand years of use. “I have three in my house, one for
each cat,” says designer Angela Moser. “Our cats love it
when we move them around the house; it’s like a new
adventure for them.”
Features and Benefits
 Rigid construction for years of use
 Patented technology
 Easy assembly & disassemble
 Provides hours of entertainment
 Great source of exercise
 Enhances home décor
 Space saving – fits on virtually any door
PP00131 Multi-Level Climbing Platform to Hang from Doors

CAT PRODUCTS

The Ultimate Scratching Post
Cats need a scratching post that will allow
them to get a full stretch. The 32″ post height
allows the cat to stretch vertically while using
the post (important for territorial marking
purposes and for toning muscles). The finest
materials and workmanship guarantee the
scratching post will remain attractive and
useful for years. Redesigned base is two pieces
for extra durability.
Features and Benefits







32″ height allows cats to stretch fully and
tone muscles
Sturdy 16″ by 16″ base eliminates tipping
and wobbling
Fibrous and durable woven sisal naturally
inspires scratching
Superior to carpeted posts that may snag
nails
Assembles with two included screws
Attractive and neutrally toned

PP00007 The Ultimate Scratching Post

Sky Climber Wall Mount Climber
Cats love vertical territory – the higher the better.
It gives them a feeling of security and mastery
over their environment. The Sky Climber allows the
cat to jump to an acceptable resting perch where it
can nap or just survey the home territory. All cats
love high places, but it is especially important that
multi-cat families provide a number of wall
perches. This allows the cats to space themselves
throughout the home. This will also help to reduce
territorial disputes and promote harmony in the cat
family. The perches are easily mounted on the wall.
You decide where these kitty masterpieces will be
showcased on your walls. The sky’s the limit!
Features and Benefits





Provides “Vertical Territory”, Essential For The Well-Being & Happiness Of Indoor
Cats
Durable Sisal Inspires Scratching
Elevated Platform Promotes Healthy Jumping & Stretching
Attaches Quickly & Securely At Any Level That Suits Your Cat’s Leaping Ability

PP00017 Sky Climber

CAT PRODUCTS

Kitty’s Organic Garden
Like people, cats need vegetables in their diet to aid in digestion and to provide
balanced nutrition. Kitty’s Garden supplies your cat with the tasty green grass that
it craves, and gives cats a safe alternative to
nibbling on your houseplants, which can be
potentially toxic to them if swallowed. All you do to
serve your cat is place Kitty’s Garden near their food
dish or in some other place they'll find it.
BENEFITS:







100% organic oats, wheat, rye and barley
Grows in 4 to 6 days
Aids with digestion
Helps prevent hairballs
Helps prevent ingestion of potentially toxic
houseplants
Sturdy wood frame keeps your cat from knocking it
over

PP00047 Kitty’s Organic Garden – wooden
frame with seed & peat
PP00048 Kitty’s Organic Garden refills

Ceramic Kitty Garden
Cats need vegetables in their diet to aid in digestion and to
provide balanced nutrition. Kitty Garden supplies your cat with
the tasty green grass that it craves, and gives cats a safe
alternative to nibbling on your houseplants, which can be
potentially toxic. 3.5” wide x 3.5” high x 1.5” deep
PP00257 Ceramic Kitty Garden
PP00256 Ceramic Kitty Garden refill

CAT PRODUCTS

Peek-A-Prize Wooden Toy Box with 2 Toys
Cats have an instinctual desire to watch cracks
and crevices, especially when they know that
something is hiding just beyond their sight. The
Peek-a-Prize Toy Box is designed to build on your
cat’s instinct by partially hiding some of your cat’s
favorite toys, and your cat will go crazy fishing
them out! Peek-a-Prize is especially great for
those times when you have to leave your cat
home alone, because this toy will keep your cat
occupied for hours. Rotate the toys in the box so
they are always digging for something different,
and for extra fun, put a few food treats inside!
Features and Benefits






Encourages cats’ natural predatory behaviors
Stimulates indoor-only cats to keep them mentally and
physically fit
For food-motivated cats, drop kitty treats into the toy box for cats to retrieve and eat
Works with virtually any appropriately sized cat toy or catnip
Durable wood Toy Box will last for years and looks great with any furnishing

PP00008 Peek-A-Prize Toy Box

The Peek-and-Play Toy Box with 2 Toys
Designed to build on your cat’s instinct by partially
hiding some of your cat’s favorite toys and your cat
will go crazy fishing them out! Peek-and-Play is
especially great for those times when you have to
leave your cat home alone, because this toy will
keep your cat occupied for hours. Rotate the toys in
the box so they are always digging for something
different, and for extra fun, put a few food treats
inside!
Features and Benefits






Encourages cats’ natural predatory behaviors
Stimulates indoor-only cats to keep them mentally
and
physically fit
For food-motivated cats, drop kitty treats into the toy box for cats to retrieve and eat
Works with virtually any appropriately sized cat toy or catnip
Durable wood Toy Box will last for years and looks great with any furnishings

PP00049 Peek and Play Toy Box

CAT PRODUCTS

Tiger Motorized Mobile Door Knob Hanging Cat Toy
The Tiger Mobile is an interactive cat toy that will provide your
cat with hours of fun and exercise. Just attach it to any door
knob and let the motorized, battery-powered mobile maneuver
the cat toys in ways that will bring out your cat's natural hunt
and play instincts. The Tiger Mobile does all the work for you as
your cat enjoys hours of fun and activity.
Features and Benefits





Battery-powered motor moves toys around automatically
Includes attention-getting plush toy
Velcro straps allow it to be easily secured and removed from
any door knob
Operates on two AA batteries (not included)

PP00221 Tiger Motorized Mobile Door Knob Hanging
Cat Toy
1/each

Nip Nibblers Nylon Woven Catnip Pouches
Squeeze release mesh distributes the perfect amount of catnip when
chewed or squeezed. Made of lightweight mesh and durably
constructed. Great for playing "swat & chase" that drives cats wild.
PP00211 Nip Nibblers Catnip Pouches - 4.5” long - Pack of 3

Tiger Diners for Cats – Controlled Proportion Feeders
The number one problem with most food dishes is that they
allow cats to eat too much food – it’s hard to guess the right
portion size for your cat. This leads to problems with feline
obesity and “fat cats”. The Tiger Diner fixes all that with a
design that challenges cats to fetch out their own food!
They’ll eat only as much as they need, so there’s less waste
and less overeating.
Features and Benefits






Cats eat less – saves money on food bills
Challenging activity appeals to the natural love of hunting
Funnel shaped bowl is easy to load and automatically
distributes food as needed
Makes cats eat at a healthier speed, while stimulating
them, mentally and physically
Easy setup and cleanup – dishwasher safe

PP00012 Tiger Diner Plastic Natural Dish
PP00214 Tiger Diner Ceramic Black Dish

CAT PRODUCTS

Sticky Paws Houseplant Strips
Controls cat scratching behavior humanely. Same great formula cats hate
& you love, but on a stiff plastic strip to hold its shape while it guards your
favorite houseplants from kitty. Cut to fit &place in top of pot at base of
plant. It won't interfere with watering and is safe for plants & cats!
PP29110 Sticky Paws Houseplant Strips – 10 strips per package

Sticky Paws Adhesive Strips for Furniture
Manufactured from inert and non-toxic materials, the one and only Sticky
Paws! ® controls cat scratching behavior humanely. Transparent,
medical-grade adhesive strips apply directly to furnishings and are
harmless to cats and furniture when used as directed
PP29242 Sticky Paws Adhesive Strips – 24 strips per package

Sticky Paws on a Roll
Over 32 feet of product in the same crack-n-peel application as our
famous - and unbeatable - original strips! Built-in serrated knife-edge
trims product to any length for those hard
to protect areas.
PP29248 Sticky Paws on a Roll – 32.8 feet long

Sticky Paws X-Large
Deters inappropriate elimination! Identical formulation to original
Sticky Paws, but much larger coverage! Sheets, approximately
9"x12" are for over-sized area needs like the backs of sofas, rugs
and carpets. Sticky Paws XL is especially effective to help control
inappropriate elimination on carpet areas.
PP29250 Sticky Paws X-Large – 5 strips per package

BED CUSHIONS

BED CUSHIONS
Machine washable pet beds with easy to remove pillows. The micro-plush
fabric is soft to the touch and is available in multiple sizes to accommodate
your pet's growth. Brown base with cream top, shell and lining 100%
polyester.
PP00228 Double Bed Cushion 21” L x 14” W x 5” H

PP00229 Triple Bed Cushion 29” L x 20” W x 5” H

PP00230 Quad Cushion 35” L x 22” W x 5” H

PP00231 Quad Cushion 40” L x 26” W x 5” H

Natural Pet Specialties
2234 117th Ave. - #106-107
Greeley, CO 80634
Office: 970-339-3491
Fax: 970-339-5985
www.naturalpetspecialties.com

